A new method for instantaneous measurement of temperature, size and velocity of micro-droplets has been developed. The method is based on the well-known 2-color laser-induced fluorescence (2cLIF) technique, but uses a pulsed laser for 2-dimensional imaging without motion blur and an adjusted dye mixture for suppression of LIFMDRs by utilizing the MDR-enhanced energy transfer effect. This work presents the development steps that are necessary to verify feasibility of pulsed 2D-2cLIF-EET for micro droplet and hollow-cone spray applications.
Introduction
Temperature measurements of micro droplets are an important tool to understand various physical processes, e.g. mixture formation of fuel and air in an engine's cylinder. Most contact-free temperature measurement approaches for micro droplets are based on the so called 2-color laser-induced fluorescence (2cLIF) thermometry method developed at LEMTA [1] . The technique uses a fluorescence dye dissolved in a liquid of interest. After excitation by a continuous wave (CW) laser, the dye re-emits absorbed laser light as spontaneous fluorescence with temperature dependent intensity 1 (Fig 1, A) . Fluorescence intensity is evaluated in two wavelength bands (two colors): one wavelength band with a strong and one with weak temperature dependence. The ratio of both signals remains temperature sensitive, but is ideally independent of local and temporal fluctuations in laser light excitation, droplet size and dye concentration. [1] Fluorescence from two separate wavelength bands may be recorded by different types of detector-configurations [2] :
− 0D-2cLIF uses two photomultiplier tubes (PMT) for point-wise fluorescence detection (first shown by [1] ).
− 1D-2cLIF is based on a spectrograph coupled to an intensified CCD. The detector's entrance slit allows one dimensional fluorescence detection. Fluorescence bands can be flexibly selected during post-processing [2, 3] . As a CW laser is used for excitation, recorded images are affected by motion blur.
− 2D-2cLIF uses two CCDs for two dimensional (planar) fluorescence detection. Motion blur becomes a major issue due to long CCD exposure duration and processes can only be investigated on average: e.g. images of a micro droplet chain appear jet-like shaped with the width of the droplets [4] or in case of spray investigations, turbulent effects such as vortices are lost [5] .
To explore more specific types of problems, basic 2cLIF has been continuously extended or modified: e.g. different types of fluorophores for various liquids [6, 7] or a third PMT for an additional wavelength band that accounts for self-absorption effects of a single dye [8] . More interestingly, latest 2cLIF publications consider a pulsed laser for fluorescence excitation [2, 9, 10] . Pulsed lasers solve the issue of motion blur. In case of a planar detectorconfiguration, instantaneous measurements of temperature and size are possible. However, high excitation power of a pulsed laser inevitably leads to so called morphology dependent resonances (MDRs) inside micro droplets [3, 11] . MDRs occur regardless of the presence of any fluorescent dye. If a fluorescent dye is present, its emission spectrum is changed by the MDRs and reliable 2cLIF thermometry is prevented [2, 12, 13] . The term MDR describes light being trapped inside a droplet due to almost total internal reflection at the droplet's inner surface and going into resonances. The droplet acts as micro-cavity and causes constructive interference of light waves with an increased photon density of state [11] . A higher density of state increases the probability of nonlinear optical processes. In fact, fluorescence starts to resonate during MDR occurrence as well. This phenomenon is called MDR-lasing (or simply lasing) and is caused by the increased density of state. The dye's cross-section becomes increased and stimulated fluorescence emission starts as soon as the cavity round-trip gain succeeds cavity losses due to leakage and absorption [14] . This is always the case for high excitation power provided by a pulsed laser. The process of lasing is represented in images by ring-like bright structures at the droplet surface with two additional opposing bright spots in case of plane wave illumination ( Fig. 1, C) . The bright spots are a consequence of the super-position of light circling in standing waves around the droplet surface. [14] Modes of light resonances become visible at specific frequencies in the dye's emission spectrum (Fig 1, B) , depending on droplet size [15] , physical properties [16] and excitation power [15, 17] .
This simplified equation contains only three unknown parameters: temperature sensitivities a21
and setup constant c [-] . All parameters are determined by calibration at known temperatures. Wavelength bands are selected by evaluating the measured temperature sensitivity β(λ) of a dye (see [6, 2] for details). One wavelength band is selected as temperature independent reference (I1 in Fig. 1(A) ), the other wavelength band must be strongly temperature dependent (I2). The theory above is derived for spontaneous fluorescence emission of a single dye only. This boundary condition is not necessarily given for pulsed laser excitation of dye-seeded micro droplets due to occurrence of MDR-lasing. Nevertheless, our latest publication has proven validity of this theory for pulsed excitation combined with a two dye MDR-enhanced energy transfer [2] . Therefore, validity of 2cLIF theory is assumed to be given for this works pulsed 2D-2cLIF-EET setup as well. (Fig. 2, A) . The CPF chamber is only required for spray experiments. Ambient conditions remain atmospheric during the droplet experiments (293 K, 1 bar). The droplet measurement position lies 6 mm under the generator's outlet. This proximity guarantees isothermal conditions of liquid inside the injector and droplets. During spray experiments, a piezo-driven hollow-cone injector replaces the droplet generator. Ethanol as fuel is injected with a pressure of 150 bar and an injection duration of 2 ms. The injector is temperature controlled at 305 K by a water circuit. The true injector outlet temperature is assumed to be higher due to heated air flowing (<0.1 m/s) through the chamber. Experiments are conducted with an ambient temperatures of 400 K and an ambient pressure of 10 bar. intensity may be reduced due to strong light absorption by the dyes on the light entering side of the droplet (concentration effect). On the opposing side, laser intensity may be increased due to focusing effects as the droplet acts as lens (hypothesis according to [19] ). Nevertheless, the cause for changes in the fluorescence emission spectrum due to fluctuations in laser intensity remains unknown and requires further research. In total, pulsed 2D-2cLIF-EET of micro droplets shows convincing results. Although droplet temperature-images show evidence of an unexplained physical mechanism, average droplet temperature can be reliably measured. Applying pulsed 2D-2cLIF-EET for a macroscopic case, i.e. a spray, makes influences of inhomogeneities inside droplets negligible. Reduced optical magnification makes droplets appear as objects smaller than a single pixel with a single average intensity value. Moreover, the amount of droplets and the depth of field contribute to a further averaging. Applying pulsed 2D-2cLIF-EET for a complex spray seems therefore feasible.
Experimental setups
Step III: Applicability of pulsed 2D-2cLIF with MDR-enhanced energy transfer for hollow-cone sprays In the third development step, pulsed 2D-2cLIF-EET is applied to a complex macroscopic droplet phenomenon: a poly-disperse, evaporating hollow-cone spray. Dye seeded Ethanol is injected into heated and pressurized air (400 K, 10 bar). EMCCDs record single-shot images for four different moments of the injection (from 0.5 ms to 2.0 ms in steps of 0.5 ms). For each of the four moments, 30 consecutive fuel injections are recorded with a time separation of five seconds. After stereo-camera calibration, temperature calibration is conducted by placing a closed cuvette filled with fuel in the focal measurement plane.
Step-wise increased ambient air temperature heats up the liquid to isothermal and known temperatures (up to the normal boiling point of Ethanol, 351 K). Measurements lead to a linear calibration (similar to Fig. 4, B) , but with low standard deviation. An additional calibration is performed for varying ambient pressure, showing no intensity-ratio change for the tested range up to 15 bar. Recorded images are evaluated with regard to temperature only. The post-processing is simplified compared to the droplet evaluation, because no droplets need to be isolated. Fig. 5(A) shows both single-shot intensity images of the spray and Fig. 5 (B) their corresponding ratio. Since rotational symmetry of the spray is assumed, only half the illuminated cut-out section is recorded 11 . Both intensity images are affected by multiply scattered light, detected as "noisy" fluorescence on the inside of the hollow-cone. Multiply scattered light is a common phenomenon of hollowcone sprays and can only be suppressed by applying SLIPI 12 . The ratio of both intensity images is affected by multiply scattered light as well. Division of two "noisy" intensity values results in a ratio of in average one. According to the temperature calibration, a ratio value of one corresponds to a fluid temperature of about 350 K and thus a valid temperature 13 . Therefore, regions of multiply scattered light cannot be clearly distinguished from the actual spray. In order to minimize influences from multiply scattered light, ratio images are filtered. Pixels with ratio values lower than 0.9 are sorted out. This value has been chosen for two reasons: i) Corresponding temperature values of 365 K and above are too high to occur in the spray and thus, are nonphysical. This is obvious, when the temperature field of the multiply scattered light region is compared with the temperature values of the actual spray. ii) It is commonly known, how liquid spray formation has to look like in the near nozzle region without multiply scattered light. Using the ratio-threshold of 0.9 allows to cut-out regions where liquid is not supposed to be (compare fig. 5 A and B) . Fig. 6 shows four average temperature-images for differernt moments of the fuel injection. Although images are refined by the ratio-threshold filter, regions of multiply scattered light are still visible as zones of nonphysical high temperatures. Temperature images allow identification of consequences of flow phenomena such as a temperature change due to a toroidal vortex (Fig. 6, C) . In the following, measured temperature fields are judged with regard to credibility. During mixture formation of the spray, droplets are expected to increase their temperature continuously 14 . However, spray images reveal the − Droplet application: Temperature imaging of micro droplets shows overall reliable results. However, locally resolved average droplet images reveal a systematic temperature fluctuation across isothermal droplets that is nonphysical and thus must be caused by the measurement technique. The cause of this phenomenon is presumably based on local changes of fluorescence excitation intensity. Further research would allow to optimize the droplet application and also answer open research questions of other publications.
− Macroscopic spray application: Spray investigations show reasonable temperature results as well. Temporal temperature changes of the hollow-cone spray reveal a diffusion-limited mixture formation process. Main challenge of the spray application are issues due to multiply scattered light that causes "noisy" fluorescence. Corresponding spray regions on the spray-cone's inside appear as zones with nonphysical high temperatures. Only a SLIPI extension of the setup may solve the problem.
